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many living now who were delighted and captivated
by the experiments of the gentlemen named.
Mesmerism, by its present-day phenomena, will
help us largely to understand past mysteries, none the
less real because calm and thoughtful scientific
investigation furnishes us with a hypothesis—if not"
sufficiently adequate to cover the whole ground, at
least will lead us to see what can be explained on the-
natural, or within the realm of law, and not beyond
It, But of this each reader must judge for him or
herself. One thing is certain. Absolute knoiwledge-
of what is possible or not within natural law is not
possible to the understanding, unless .what is infinite
can be apprehended by the finite. • It is only when
man in his arrogance or ignorance declares he has
discovered the confines of the natural, that he seeks-
to explain by the supernatural whatever he esteems
not possible within the natural. The learned
Athenians were "too superstitious." There are
learned moderns of whom the same might be said*
With some all is matter, no matter what; with others
all Is spirit, matter being its temporary projection on
a physical plane—'Chaotic ether atoms reduced to
cosmos;" while iwith others there is the conception
and perception of the material and the spiritual—of
matter and of spirit—as distinct as death and life—
the inorganic and the organic. The spiritual may;
have its basis in mind, mind in organism, organism
in protoplasm. If protoplasm is the physical basis of
life and mind in animated nature, what is the vitaliz-
ing essential-^-spirit or what—iwhlch is the basis of
protoplasm? Shall I say I don't know what matter,,
or mind, or life, or spirit is? I know not, save by
their manifestations. Magnetism—electricity—ca<i
neither be defined nor known, only as interpreted by
!a^v of manifestation. If we find a force in man or
in animals analogous in its manifestation, to mag-
netism in a stone—i.e. attractive and repellent forces'
—polarity—we are justified in calling that force
Animal Magnetism for want of a better name. It is
in this sense the word is used by mesmerists. The

